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FROM BROWNIAN MOTION TO STOCKS AND FUTURES: A 
mSTORICAL LOOK AT THE DEVELOPMENT OF STOCHASTIC CALCULUS 
* Jerome C.  Majewski and Narendra K. Jaggi 
Department of Physics, Illinois Wesleyan University 
Einstein had shown in 1 905 that the random "Brownian movement" first. witnessed by 
J 
Robert Brown in 1 828 could be explained by the kinetic molecular theory . Almost 
twenty years later, mathematician Norbert Wiener explained "the mathematical properties 
of the curve followed by a single particle" exhibiting Brownian motion by characterizing 
2 the dynamics as a mathematical stochastic process . His work in tum introduced a new 
area of probability theory now referred to as stochastic integration. In the following 
decades, most mathematical physicists seem to have become occupied with the exciting 3 
developments of quantum mechanics. However, the 1 973 papers of Black, Scholes , and 
4 Merton regarding the pricing of risky assets revived interest in stochastic integration, 
resulting in the pursuit of many applications for stochastic calculus. This poster will 
present the history, growth, and future of stochastic calculus and its apparent links with 
Physics and Economics . 
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